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Holocaust

ˈhɒləkɔːst/Submit

noun

destruction or slaughter on a mass scale, especially caused by fire or nuclear 
war.

"a nuclear holocaust"

synonyms: cataclysm, disaster, catastrophe, destruction, devastation, 
demolition, annihilation, ravaging;
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On September 15, 2017  I addressed a gathering of over 100 international students 
pursuing an MBA degree from a prestigious university. These were working adults over 
the age of 30 who were well-read and widely travelled. They were coughing up a lot of 
money to be awarded the MBA degree. These were eager achievers ready to climb the 
ladders of the corporate world armed with their future MBA.

I asked them the significance of September 15th – the day that I happened to be presenting 
to this august body of management students.

Surprisingly – although they take courses in finance in their MBA programme and most 
in the audience must have been at least 18 years old in 2008 – no one could answer the 
question.

There was a deafening silence.

It was as if an elderly Jewish man with a number etched in his arm stood in front of 
an audience of historians who had studied World War II and asked them what was the 
significance of January 27th? And the historians sat with a weak, vacant smile, unsure of 
what the significance of January 27th was. (That was the day, in 1945, when the Soviets 
liberated Auschwitz - one of the infamous concentration camps under the Nazi regime 
where over 1 million Jews were sent to the gas chamber. Many who survived kept the 
number carved into their arms.)

The Nazis lost World War II in 1945. But, till today, the symbols of the Nazi era are banned 
in Germany and the use of these symbols carries a fine with imprisonment of up to 3 
years.

But the perpetrators, the symbols and the star cast of those who caused the Global 
Financial Crisis not only exist – but flourish.

In a recent speech in London, Charles Randell – the Chairman of the Financial Conduct 
Authority of UK – noted that when auditors fail to do their duty and cause investors to lose 
money, “Behind the economic statistics lie tragedies of individual loss: loss of employment, 
loss of savings, loss of mental or physical health and, in some cases, loss of life”. Charles 
Randell said this in the context of a few audit firms that had missed the red flags in a 
few companies in UK. Yet, it is a key acknowledgement by a regulator of the connection 
between an economic failure, as reflected in an economic statistic, and human life. 

What happened in 2007/2008 was more than the failure of a few financial firms. It was the 
failure of policy makers and governments; it was a failure of politicians in many countries, 
of Heads of States, to protect their citizens from the greed and abuse of financial firms 
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who had put their profit-motive ahead of everything and everyone else. Many Heads of 
States and Finance Ministers were either foolish to allow the financial firms to let loose 
their immoral actions (and possibly illegal actions) or their ignorance or collusion was 
rewarded (i) in political contributions to their campaigns for reelection to their political 
posts, (ii) in grants made to the Foundations they created once they left politics, or (iii) by 
being awarded roles of Chairpersons of financial firms in cushy, post-retirement jobs. The 
Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission reported that, between 1999 and 2008, the financial 
sector spent USD 2.7 billion in federal lobbying expenses and PACs made USD 1 billion in 
campaign contributions. The ramifications of these diplomatic, humbug politicians who 
spoke with great eloquence to their electorate but handed them on a platter to be abused 
by their political backers has helped push many countries and regions in the world to a 
nationalist, inward-looking direction.

The Great Financial Crisis – which started with a tremor caused by the bankruptcy of a hedge 
fund managed by Bear Stearns in June 2007 and reached a crescendo with the collapse 
of Lehman Brothers on September 15, 2008 – at USD 619 billion the largest bankruptcy 
in history - and the bailout of AIG and Citibank thereafter dislodged the lives of tens of 
millions of families around the world. Countries like Portugal, Italy, Greece, and Spain 
(lovingly known as PIGS by the same financial firms that led them to the slaughterhouse) 
went bust overnight and needed to be rescued. Sleepy Ireland and Iceland woke up in 
shock to know that their banking system was bust!  The International Labour Organisation 
estimated that 34 million people lost their jobs and another 111 million vulnerable people 
were classified as “working poor” as their salaries and benefits collapsed. No one knows 
how many people may have committed suicide or ended up with depression from the 
impact of the GFC. That is because no one wishes to count. But to deny that there were 
consequences is to deny that there was a Holocaust. 

No one can accurately document the plight of families being kicked out of homes with 
their belongings onto the streets of suburban America - or in towns and cities across 
UK, Europe, Latin America, Africa and Asia. In many cases these were homes that these 
individuals would never have been able to buy if a proper evaluation of their income and 
wealth was made. Financial firms were happy yo extend 'ninja' loans: no income, no jobs, 
no assets. In “normal circumstances”, their applications for credit to buy a home would 
have been rejected! 

How many city, state, and national governments were in financial trouble due to 
losses on their investment portfolios and lower tax collections due to the meltdown of 
economic activity globally? How many citizens were denied assistance and help from their 
governments because these very governments had to cut down on benefits and payments 
since they no longer had the monies to pay their citizens? How many people were affected 
because of this? How many people died because of this?
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This from the Telegraph of UK on May 26, 2016: The figures were extrapolated from an 
observed rise in cancer deaths for every percentage increase in unemployment, and every 
drop in public healthcare spending. "From our analysis we estimate that the economic crisis 
was associated with over 260,000 excess cancer deaths in the OECD (34-member Organisation 
for Economic Cooperation and Development) alone, between 2008-2010," said Mahiben 
Maruthappu of Imperial College London. 

"This suggests that there could have been well over 500,000 excess cancer deaths worldwide 
during this time."

The villains in the financial services industry who disrupted the lives of millions go about 
their daily lives as if nothing happened, oblivious of the pain and turmoil – or deaths – they 
may have caused. They even coined a term for their indifference, IBGYBG: I'll Be Gone, 
You'll Be Gone.

Unlike Auschwitz, there were no gruesome gas chambers and skeletal limbs in hurried 
graveyards to estimate the overall slaughter caused by the GFC. The damage to the savings, 
the wealth, and the lifestyles of millions was a bloodless event. Yet, we know it happened. 
We read about families disrupted and lives lost. We read about countries on the brink 
of disaster. But there was no one-to-one link between the murderer, the weapon and 
the victim. And so, we believe it never happened.  We believe that the statistics of GDP, 
growth, and share indices are back to pre-crisis levels: therefore, nothing happened….

The financial textbooks don’t mark September 15, 2008 as a Day to Remember.

Wall Street marks September 15th as a Day That Never Happened and the GFC as Something 
That Should Never Be Discussed.

Much of the media will not link the crisis to the greed that ruled – and still rules Wall Street. 
And few will be willing to connect the dots to any dislocation and upheaval in people’s lives 
– and fewer still will link it to the deaths that may have occurred 

The business schools – many which are significantly funded by alumni from Wall Street 
firms - carry on teaching the myth that financial firms are noble and serve some higher 
purpose. Lloyd C. Blankfein, the CEO of Goldman, Sachs said in an interview in November 
2009 that he was just a banker “doing God’s work.” Business schools are the chapels, 
synagogues, temples and madrassas that help preach this lie.

It has taken the right wing in Europe over 70 years to regroup and start using symbols 
from the era of Aryan supremacy. Those responsible for the financial holocaust did not 
have to wait for 70 years to flag their resurgence. They were back in business within one 
year of the financial holocaust. The right-wing and the Nazis should have hired the CEOs 
of the financial firms, their powerful lobbyists and PR agencies to make the world believe 
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that the dislocation or slaughtering of millions of people was a non-event or, better still, it 
was an event that never happened. 

If the MBA students don’t know the relevance of September 15th, maybe it is time for us 
to remind ourselves of what happened; the “why”; and the “how”. Because many of these 
same MBAs will end up working for financial firms and, the deliberate elimination of lessons 
from history, will ensure that your wallet gets to relive the pain that it went through due to 
the last Crisis. And those with fewer financial buffers may end up dislocated, depressed, 
and possibly dead.
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The “What”. 
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Housing for all – money for free.

In 1977, the US Congress passed the Community Reinvestment Act. This encouraged 
banks to lend money to potential home-owners so as to encourage middle class and 
lower income families to acquire a family property. A stated government policy. A good 
government objective. Think “roti, kapda, aur makaan”. Think “housing for all” under the 
present government in India (Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana).

The Community Representative Act combined with low interest rates after the “9/11” 
terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon in 2001, gave banks the 
firepower to push home loans. 

Table 1: The Fed’s Commitment to Lower Interest Rates Lasted Decades: The Fed and low 
interest rates: Previous Governors of the Federal Reserve, notably Paul Volcker in 1980, were 
not shy to police the markets and punish financial firms with high cost of money to rein in their 
animal instincts and see the prices of financial assets decline sharply. By 1998, with the collapse 
of hedge fund Long Term Capital Management LP (whose Board included Myron Scholes and 
Robert Merton, who shared the Nobel Prize for Economics in 1997) it was clear that, if the Fed 
had a choice to: (i) punish financial firms who made a stupid bet and allowing their demise, or 
(ii) rescuing them because of the bad bets they made, the Fed would rescue them. This came to 
be known as the “Greenspan put”. Loosely translated it meant that financial firms could make 
wild bets and if they made money, the profit was theirs. If the bet went wrong and they lost 
money then the Fed, led by then Chairman Alan Greenspan, would bail them out and not let 
them go bust. The sale of champagne bottles, luxury cars, and expensive watches reached “lift-
off” stage.

Continued...
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Fed Fund Rate Event

February 1971 3.5% Expansion
GDP=3.3%, 
Unemployment=6.0%, 
Inflation=3.3%

March 1972 5.5%
Raised rate to combat 
inflation. Cconfused Market

GDP=5.2%, Unemployment 
= 5.2%, Inflation =3.4%

January 1973 6.0% Raised four times that month
GDP=5.6%, 
Unemployment=4.9%, 
Inflation=8.7%

December 1974 8.0%
Lowered gradually from July 
to December

GDP=-0.5%, 
Unemployment=7.2%, 
Inflation=12.3%

May 1975 5.0%
Lowered five times in five 
months

GDP=-0.2%, 
Unemployment=8.2%, 
Inflation=6.9%

January, 
November 1976

4.75%
Lowered from October 
through January, Lowered 
from July  - November

GDP=5.4%, 
Unemployment=7.8%, 
Inflation=4.9%

August 1977 6.0%
Raised from December 
through August

GDP=4.6%, 
Unemployment=6.4%, 
Inflation=6.7%

January 1978 6.75% -
GDP=5.6%, 
Unemployment=6.0%, 
Inflation=9.0%

April 1979 10.25% -
GDP=3.2%, 
Unemployment=6.0%, 
Inflation=13.3%

June 1980 8.5%
Lowered to 9.5% in May and 
8.5% in June

GDP=0.2%, 
Unemployment=7.2%, 
Inflation=12.5%

December 1981 12.0% Lowered 8 points
GDP=2.6%, 
Unemployment=8.5%, 
Inflation=8.9%

December 1982 8.5%
Lowered nine times over nine 
months

GDP=-1.9%, 
Unemployment=10.8%, 
Inflation=3.8%

October 1983 9.25%
Lowered from August to 
October

GDP=4.6%, 
Unemployment=8.3%, 
Inflation=3.8%
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Fed Fund Rate Event

December 1984 8.25%
Lowered from September to 
December

GDP=7.3%, 
Unemployment=7.3%, 
Inflation=3.9%

December 1985 7.75%
Lowered from April to 
December

GDP=4.2%, 
Unemployment=7.0%, 
Inflation=3.8%

August 1986 5.66%
Lowered from March to 
August

GDP=3.5%, 
Unemployment=6.6%, 
Inflation=1.1%

November 1987 6.75%
Lowered after October 19 
stock market crash

GDP=3.5%, 
Unemployment=5.7%, 
Inflation=4.4%

February 1988 6.5%
Lowered in January and 
February

GDP=4.2%, 
Unemployment=5.3%, 
Inflation=4.4%

December 1989 8.25% S&L crisis, Feb lowered rates
GDP=3.7%, 
Unemployment=5.4%, 
Inflation=4.6%

December 1990 7.0% Recession began in July
GDP=1.9%, 
Unemployment=6.3%, 
Inflation=6.1%

December 1991 4.0% Recession ended in March
GDP=-0.1%, 
Unemployment=7.3%, 
Inflation=3.1%

September 1992 3.0%
Clinton took office in 1993, 
Fed made no changes

GDP=3.6%, 
Unemployment=7.4%, 
Inflation=2.9%

1993 NA

February 1994 3.25% -
GDP=4.0%, 
Unemployment=5.5%, 
Inflation=2.7%

December 1995 5.5% -
GDP=2.7%, 
Unemployment=5.6%, 
Inflation=2.5%

January 1996 5.25%
Kept rates low despite 
inflation

GDP=3.8%, 
Unemployment=5.4%, 
Inflation=3.3%
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Fed Fund Rate Event

March 1997 5.5%
GDP=4.5%, 
Unemployment=4.7%, 
Inflation=1.7%

November 1998 4.75% -
GDP=4.5%, 
Unemployment=6%, 
Inflation=1.6%

June 1999 5.0% Raised rates
GDP=4.7%, 
Unemployment=6%, 
Inflation=2.7%

February 2000 5.75%
Raised rates despite stock 
market decline in March

GDP=4.1%, 
Unemployment=6%, 
Inflation=3.4%

December 2001 1.75% -
GDP=1.0%, 
Unemployment=6%, 
Inflation=1.6%

November 2002 1.25% -
GDP=1.8%, 
Unemployment=6%, 
Inflation=2.4%

June 2003 1.00% JGTRRA tax cuts enacted
GDP=2.8%, 
Unemployment=6%, 
Inflation=1.9%

June 2004 1.25%
Low rates pushed interest-
only loans. Helped cause 
Subprime Mortgage Crisis

GDP=3.8%, 
Unemployment=6%, 
Inflation=3.3%

February 2005 2.5%
Borrowers could not afford 
mortgages when rates reset 
in 3rd year.

GDP=3.3%, 
Unemployment=6%, 
Inflation=3.4%

January 2006 4.5%
Raised to cool housing market 
bubble. More homeowners 
default.

GDP=2.7%, 
Unemployment=6%, 
Inflation=2.5%

December 2007 4.25% LIBOR rose
GDP=1.8%, 
Unemployment=6%, 
Inflation=4.1%

December 2008 0.25%
Effectively zero.  The lowest 
fed funds rate possible

GDP=-0.3%, 
Unemployment=6%, 
Inflation=0.1%

Fed Chair Janet Yellen 
(February 2014 – February 
2018)
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The collapse of the sharp and short 9-month internet bubble in March 2000 resulted in 
a wipe out of nearly USD 2 trillion of investor wealth including the savings pool of small 
investors duped, once more, by Wall Street firms hawking junk companies in IPOs. The 
Federal Reserve, the central bank of USA, kept interest rates low to support an economy 
reeling from the impact of fraud and job losses. The twin impact of the “9/11” terrorist 
attacks and SARS – a virus originating in China which nearly shut down global trade in 
March 2003 – kept the Fed committed to lower rates of interest in the hope that cheap 
money would revive the economy.

Graph 1: Sensex and Global Indices from 1998 to 2003; of bubbles, busts and conniving bandits. 
Emerging markets (MXEF Index) were hit by the Asian Crisis which began with the devaluation of 
the Thai baht in July, 1997. The contagion spread to the bankruptcy of South Korea and Russia 
by August 1998. Hedge fund LTCM, which had assets of USD 129 billion and equity of USD4.7x 
billion (a leverage of 25x), had made some big bets which unraveled and was about to result 
in the collapse of large firms like J. P. Morgan. The Fed stepped in and got 16 financial firms 
to invest USD 3 billion in LTCM and arranged for a controlled unwinding of LTCM’s positions. 
From Wikipedia: “The contributions from the various institutions were as follows: $300 million: 
Bankers Trust, Barclays, Chase, Credit Suisse First Boston, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, 
Merrill Lynch, J.P.Morgan, Morgan Stanley, Salomon Smith Barney, UBS; $125 million: Société 
Générale; $100 million: Paribas, Crédit Agricole; Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers declined to 
participate.” Note that these latter 2 firms went bust in the 2008 GFC: Never upset a regulator.

Fed Fund Rate Event

December 2015 0.5% Growth stabilized
GDP=2.6%, 
Unemployment=6%, 
Inflation0.7%

December 2016 0.75%
GDP=3.2%, 
Unemployment=4.6%, 
Inflation=2.1%

March 2017 1.0%
Fed was steady on its path of 
normalizing its benchmark 
rate

GDP=2.6%, 
Unemployment=4.1%, 
Inflation=2.1%

Fed Chair Jerome Powell 
(February 2018 – February 
2022)

March 2018 1.75% Fed project steady growth.

Source: https://www.thebalance.com/fed-funds-rate-history-highs-lows-3306135

https://www.thebalance.com/fed-funds-rate-history-highs-lows-3306135
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By the end of 1998 / early 1999, technology captured the imagination of the world leading Al 
Gore to proclaim (wrongly) that he invented the internet. What was re-invented, though, was 
the ingenuity of Wall Street to cheat investors with fraudulent IPOs. By March 2000, the internet 
bubble burst – and more catastrophic pain in economies and in the lives of individuals.  Then 
there was “9/11” and the aftermath of wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. By March 2003, there is 
SARS, a virus that originated in China and nearly shut down the movement of people and goods. 
Over 5 years, stock prices globally (MXWD, is the MSCI World Market Index) have gone nowhere, 
the economy is shaky, and the financial situation of millions is not comfortable. The price of 
luxury goods looks shaky….

Lowering the cost of money, the Fed reasoned, would allow companies to borrow more 
to run their businesses and cut their interest payments to lenders (access to inexpensive 
working capital). The Fed also hoped that lower interest rates would encourage companies 
to consider investing in factories by taking on cheaper, long-term loans. While some of 
that did happen, there was an unintended consequence: the cheap money meant that 
people could speculate in financial assets (stocks, bonds) and in real estate. There was 
little “trickle down” of money moving from the activities of the rich to the poor, there as a 
lot of “bubbling up” of money being created out of thin air in financial markets which, in 
general, have a larger participation of the wealthy.

Source: Bloomberg
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The “How”. 
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Lower interest rates forced global money to seek higher returns.

With demand from a new class of borrowers in USA (prompted by the Community 
Reinvestment Act and lower interest rates), the housing markets in USA were in a bull run 
gaining 7% to 10% per annum between 2003 and 2005. 

Graph 2: Galloping Housing Prices in the US; The large volume of new homes (7 million each 
year) which sold, on average, for USD 200,000 per home created a total need of USD 1.4 trillion 
(about 3% of the then global GDP) to pay for the purchase of those homes. Plus, many existing 
homes were being sold or refinanced.

Assuming that 15% was the down payment required by the buyer of the house, and 85% 
was needed as loans to pay for the home, this required financing of USD 1.2 trillion each 
year (equivalent to the size of India’s GDP at the time). This demand for large sums of 
money from the USA got the attention of savers globally. 

Keep this housing engine running for 5 years and it needs USD 6 trillion of savings. With 
the USA in consumption mode and annual savings at abysmal levels of 2.5% (or USD 
300 to 400 billion per year), someone else had to provide the money to fuel the housing 
purchases in USA. 
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Graph 3: 2008 Financial Crisis Encouraged Americans to Save; for much of the decade starting 
in the year 2000, savings were low. Consumption was high due to the growth in purchase of 
homes and the easy money policy that encouraged consumption rather than savings. And when 
you buy a home you need to stack it up with so many immaterial material things. But the 2008 
collapse not only limited credit available to individuals but encouraged people to save as they 
had to rebuild their personal credit scores and balance sheets to borrow more in the future.

One person’s need is another person’s opportunity. Savers in Japan (who could buy one 
cup of coffee at Starbucks from the annual interest they earned on a deposit of USD 1 
million) and banks in Iceland (who saw the opportunity of making a “guaranteed” spread) 
all wanted “in” on the US housing boom. 

Wall Street provided them the conduit, supported by:

1. a cast of financial professionals with MBAs and CFA degrees who wrote research 
notes supporting the myth of a long-lasting housing boom in USA, and

2. endorsements of the credit quality of the mortgage debt from the independent 
rating agencies – also staffed by those with MBAs and CFAs.

The Wall Street firms, led by firms like Bear, Stearns; Lehman; Goldman, Sachs – and banks 
like Wachovia and Washington Mutual and mortgage companies like Angelo Mozilo’s 
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Countrywide Financial – started lending money to individuals in the “sub-prime” category. 
In some cases the Wall Street firms had 100% subsidiaries that were involved in the 
business of giving loans to Americans who had poor credit scores (who, otherwise, did not 
deserve a loan) and in some cases they had an agreement with the mortgage departments 
of banks to buy these “sub-prime” loans in wholesale. And, by the way, if you did not 
have the money to make a down payment on the home or pay the interest on the home 
loan that was okay – they created products (zero interest rates for 3 years) which made 
you consume today and repent later. By that time, those working in the financial services 
industry had made their millions in fees and were way ahead on the wealth curve. Your 
future problem was not their immediate or future problem – it remained your problem. 

These higher-risk, “sub-prime” mortgages were then bundled into a basket of other loans 
given to individuals with higher credit ratings and a substantially lower risk of defaulting on 
a home loan. These bundles were called Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS). (This business 
of creating a pool or basket of any kind of debt of different risk levels was generally called 
a Collateralized Debt Obligations or CDO. So a bundle of loans for, say, cars or trucks or 
education would technically be a CDO. The MBS, specifically, was a CDO that was backed 
by mortgages over property). 

The Wall Street firms then went to the rating agencies (Moody’s, S&P and Fitch) and 
convinced them to rate this basket of mixed credit loans in every MBS as “AAA” – best in 
class - even though the MBS basket contained some pretty low grade loans. 

Apparently, it did not take the rating agencies a lot of convincing. The rating agencies were 
paid to rate the MBS by the issuer of the instrument: which happened to be the Wall Street 
firms. And, yes, these rating agencies were also staffed with individuals with MBA and 
CFA degrees! Imagine mixing water with milk and labeling it as pure 100% milk – and the 
person who manufactures the milk pays the quality control company money to brand it as 
“pure 100% milk”. The consumer is the sucker – if and when they ever find out. 

As Matt Taibbi wrote in The Great American Bubble Machine, his epic article for The Rolling 
Stones, “Now freed to underwrite as many housing-based securities and buy as much credit-
default protection as it wanted, Goldman went berserk with lending lust. By the peak of the 
housing boom in 2006, Goldman was underwriting $76.5 billion worth of mortgage-backed 
securities — a third of which were sub-prime — much of it to institutional investors like pensions 
and insurance companies. And in these massive issues of real estate were vast swamps of crap.

Take one $494 million issue that year, GSAMP Trust 2006S3. Many of the mortgages belonged to 
second-mortgage borrowers, and the average equity they had in their homes was 0.71 percent. 
Moreover, 58 percent of the loans included little or no documentation — no names of the 
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borrowers, no addresses of the homes, just zip codes. Yet both of the major ratings agencies, 
Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s, rated 93 percent of the issue as investment grade. Moody’s 
projected that less than 10 percent of the loans would default. In reality, 18 percent of the 
mortgages were in default within 18 months.”

You will be happy to note that these rating agencies still exist and they are still in the 
business of labelling the products you buy – and they continue to get paid by the people 
who create the financial products.

The Nazis focused on cleansing society based on race, the financial services industry 
focused its efforts on cleansing your wallet. Unlike the Nazis, though, the financial services 
industry had no interest in seeing a Star of David on your forehead before the clobbered 
you. Your race or religion did not matter as they decided who to cleanse. Greed and theft 
has no time for such small details of race, religion, caste or creed when you are busy doing 
God’s work. 
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The “Why”. 
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Follow the money….

Money and greed drive the financial services industry – not some benign “doing good” 
factor.

The loan originator got a fee by convincing a desperate homeless soul to buy a home and 
promised him a home loan for which no interest will need to be paid for a few years. 

The hook to attract the borrower: He could live in a bigger, better house for free. 

The catch and risk to the borrower: it was probably never explained in detail…

The banks that made the loans got two sources of revenue:

1. a processing fee (at USD 300 per application x 7 million is USD 2.1 billion per year 
only on application fees), and 

the banks earned a “spread”, or profit, which is the difference between what the banks 
pays as interest to someone for raising deposits which can then be lent to the home 
owner. 

The bank then sold these loans to Wall Street firms which allowed the banks to:

1. earn a profit on the packaged MBS,

2. free up their capital to restart the cycle: pay loan originators more fees to generate 
more loans, bundle them into an MBS and sell them to Wall Street firms.

The Wall Street firm bought all these loans from the banks and then re-packaged them as 
an MBS and sold them to the savers in Japan or Iceland. They, too, earned a fee for selling 
the MBS (think of your wealth manager earning a fee on a balanced fund they sold you 
which is anything but balanced) and make a spread (the price it paid to the banks to buy 
the MBS and the price it sold the MBS to you). Sometimes the Wall Street firms decided to 
keep the MBS on their books – they “knew” the prices of the underlying assets (the homes) 
were rising so the price of the MBS would be higher tomorrow. They got caught up in their 
own myth of a perpetual housing boom.

The rating agency that rates these MBS earns a fee from the issuers of these MBS – the 
Wall Street firms.

Everything is great! Everyone is happy!
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The savers in Iceland and Japan earn more than they could in their home countries.

That poor homeless person in USA, who was previously on the street or in a leaky house, 
now has a large roof over his or her head.

….And then the music stops….

The low interest rate of 1% in USA in 2003 had led to an explosion in the “pay the interest 
only” mortgages. By early 2004, the interest rates on mortgages in USA had started 
increasing and, by end 2005, interest rates on mortgages had risen by over 4x to 4.25%. 

Buyers beware – I got my fees!

The individuals who were conned into buying a home on low or zero interest – with a reset 
after 3 years (meaning that you start paying interest after 3 years at the then prevailing 
interest rate) – suddenly realized there were big mortgage bills to pay.  They could not 
afford it. Frankly, many probably could never afford any interest on any kind of loan. The 
key question is: were they educated and informed about the impact of this “reset”?

Did the loan originator, the person with the last mile connection who dealt with the home 
buyer, inform his customer of the risks? Or, was the demand from the global savings 
market for Mortgage Backed Securities so strong that the savers were tricked into buying 
high quality “AAA” 100% pure milk loans (as opposed to milk diluted with water)  worth 
hundreds of billions because Wall Street needed “product” to sell? They needed anyone 
to take a loan (in many cases fictitious people!) so that they could bundle the loans into 
MBS to fulfill the demand for “AAA” rated mortgage loans. In essence, the entire financial 
services industry – from loan originators to banks to Wall Street firms to rating agencies – 
was looking for a hapless individual roaming the streets of the US with no ability to service 
any kind of loan; but willing to sign on to a paper document in exchange for a home to live 
in.

Pension funds within the US also wanted to get better returns than what they were getting 
in bank deposits or government bonds. With the housing circus in full swing, more clowns 
joined the bandwagon. Hedge funds set up products to buy/sell CDOs, MBS and the 
derivatives around them. They, too, got their fees.

And wherever there is a holder of any new financial asset that has just been created by 
the Wizards of Wall Street, there is an opportunity to call that person and say, “Hi, would 
you like to buy some more of what you have or sell some of what you own?” The buying or 
selling of any security results in more fees to Wall Street firms. Those with PMS accounts 
should be familiar with this concept.
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And so a market for trading the CDOs and MBS began. And more fees were earned.

Now, add to this basic misadventure another layer of financial innovation: the credit default 
swap. In the late 1990’s during the rule of President Clinton, the Rock Star Federal Reserve 
Chairman, Alan Greenspan (equivalent to the role of RBI Governor in India) and Robert 
Rubin, the Secretary of the Treasury (equivalent to the role of Finance Minister in India, 
and a previous co-Chairman of Goldman, Sachs) overruled the objections of Brooksley 
Born, then Chairperson of the Commodities Future Trade Commission, who was trying to 
restrict the derivative trading activities of the Wall Street firms. Ms. Born knew that this 
would be the death of sanity on Wall Street. She was proved right over time. 

Additionally, the Glass-Steagall Act (introduced as part of a larger regulatory overhaul in 
1933 to counter the Great Depression and the financial bubble that caused it in 1929) was 
diluted in 1999 under the watch of President Clinton by a team led by Treasury Secretary 
Rubin. If you want to know who controls American Presidents, google the list of contributors 
to Political Action Committees, PACs – a cute way of creating official corruption.

And, to add flavor of choice of where to cheat from, Gordon Brown, the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer in the UK (like a Finance Minister) was positioning London and The City as 
a place where financial firms should relocate to. He promised a “light touch” regulatory 
environment. That was music to the ears of the undisciplined school boys. 

Freed from any significant oversight, the financial firms did two things with the loans they 
made to the sub-prime market: They packaged these into the MBS and CDOs and either 
(a) sold them, or (b) held them for their own account, for their own books. Then, buoyed by 
the earlier ruling that allowed them to trade in derivatives, they started selling derivative 
products around these “base” loans. They started making, taking, and accepting bets on 
how these CDOs would do over time: would they default; would they perform better than 
expected?

As this new-generation financial innovation gained popularity, investors started buying 
insurance on the MBS and CDOs to hedge against that very silly risk (remember, many of 
these were all rated as “AAA” by the rating agencies so the chance of default was supposedly 
low) just in case someone could not pay these mortgages. If these CDOs went into default 
there was an insurance payout. 

After having created milk mixed with water (and having earned fees on it!) the financial 
services industry gave you the world of swaps: an insurance cover to pay you money in 
case the milk was diluted with water (and, yes, they earned fees on this, too!). 
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In the case of Goldman, as highlighted in italics above, they allegedly created and sold 
the MBS and then – knowing that they were junk – Goldman took a bet that these same 
instruments they sold to clients was junk! Not only could that be considered a fraudulent 
activity but it is could also be “insider trading”: you are privy to information on the water in 
the milk, sell it to a customer as “100% pure milk” and then take a bet with the customer 
that there is water in the milk!

The firms that were willing to insure these MBS and CDOs relied on the ratings issued by 
the rating agencies. They assumed that “AAA” meant “AAA”. Dudh mei paani was not on 
their mind. So those who took on the risk earned a fee – until the individual in a MBS or 
CDO basket defaulted, thereby forcing these insurance companies to make a pay-out tens 
of times more than the fees that they earned for taking the risk. It is argued that if AIG, 
at one point in time the world’s largest insurance company, was not rescued by a USD 85 
billion line of credit, the USD 13 billion that Goldman was to get from AIG as a payout for 
betting on a default in the MBS (that it helped create, and knew was junk) would not have 
come through. Goldman, itself, may have ended up like its competitor Lehman: bust and 
buried!

If there is a “why” to be understood in the field of finance, it is this: If there is money to be 
made, then money will be made by hook and (unashamedly) by crook! IBGYBG.

The bubble bursts.

The music stopped when a hedge fund managed by Bear, Stearns investing in financial 
products, MBS and CDOs during the housing loan boom went bust in June 2007. The 
mortgage loans they held on their books went into default. The man on the street who had 
borrowed to buy the house he was living in stopped paying the mortgage. That small act 
resulted in a global firestorm. His sub-prime loan was created by a fee-hungry originator, 
then packaged, re-sold and traded for fees to savers in Japan and Iceland and (against the 
good “AAA” rating from fee-hungry rating agencies) AIG and other insurance companies 
had issued insurance via credit default swaps -

The leverage in the system was inexplicable. When Lehman went bust, it had total assets of 
about USD 639 billion and debt of about USD 619 billion and a capital of USD 20 billion. A 
leverage of 32x. This means that a 3.3% decline in the value of the USD 639 billion in assets 
that it held in aggregate could result in a loss of USD 21 billion and, with a capital base 
of USD 20 billion, Lehman would have more liabilities than it would have assets. It would 
be bust. With the value of its mortgage loans and CDOs on its balance sheet declining in 
price as the sub-prime borrowers defaulted, Lehman went in for a Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
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filing. That was the event of September 15, 2008: the day when the world began to see the 
marked graveyards of those that the financial services industry had systematically conned.

What was true for Lehman’s near-arrogant and reckless behaviour was true for most 
financial firms not only in the US but in many parts of the world. The la-la days of a rising 
stock market, rising bond prices (when interest rates decline, bond prices increase), and 
the sure-bet housing market in USA led to a belief that this would never end. In fact, the 
then Fed Chairman, Alan Greenspan, proudly proclaimed that economic cycles were dead 
and technology-led productivity gains would power the world into a utopian future. It has: 
for a select few.

Greenspan was a wizard, all right. As critic, He played a trick on millions with his incompetence 
and naïve complicity – and his belief in the libertarian policies of his mentor, Ayn Rand (her 
best known work, “Atlas Shrugged”). No government is the best form of being governed. 
Any government is bad. Since Greenspan could not change the system from the outside 
and was now inducted as Chairman of the Federal Reserve, the core engine of the system, 
he decided to follow a path of less oversight, of lower levels of compliance, of “do what you 
want”. At a hearing of the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission in April 2010, Greenspan 
proudly claimed that he was 70% right and 30% wrong on decisions he made over his 
career. To which the Chairman of the Commission, Phil Angelides, remarked that “the 
captain of the Titanic was right 99% of the time”.

Running a school with fewer rules for students to follow can be fun. Running a school with 
fewer rules when the students have greedy, restless fingers that dip into every passerby’s 
pockets can be a disaster. An incorrect selection criterion for accepting students and a 
wrong retention formula for keeping the students in school leads to bad outcomes. And 
in a school where the headmaster is right on rule-making only 70% of the time?

The first cracks had appeared with the failure of the hedge funds managed by Bear, Stearns 
in June 2007. But a house of cards does not fall on the first crack. It takes a few more cards 
to slip. And then it crumbles….

By August 2007, BNP Paribas announced that it was stopping the redemption on its hedge 
funds that had invested in sub-prime loans as it could no longer find a sensible way to 
value these securities. That led to a chain reaction – if BNP could not value its holdings of 
sub-prime debt, how could anyone else?

On February 22, 2008 Northern Rock of UK – which had made investments in sub-prime 
loans and had taken a liquidity facility from the Bank of England on September 14, 2007 – 
went bust. This was the first bank to go bust in the UK since 1866.
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On March 16, 2008 the renowned Wall Street firm Bear, Stearns was bought by J. P. Morgan 
for USD 2 per share (the stock had hit a high of USD 172 per share). Along with that was 
a loan facility of USD 29 billion guaranteed by the US government – money from the tax 
payers. (Bear Stearns had not helped in the rescue of LTCM in 1998.)

On September 7, 2008 the government places Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, two of its 
agencies that were quasi-government agencies and acted as buyers of first and last resort 
of any mortgage debt, in “conservatorship”. Basically, they are nationalized. Shareholders 
are wiped out and the government takes over the portfolio.

On September 14, 2008 Merrill Lynch – a stock broker and wealth management firm which 
had risen to challenge Goldman, Sachs as an investment bank – agreed to be purchased 
by Bank of America.

On September 15, 2008 Lehman Brothers collapsed after the government refused to step 
in and help plan a bail out – as they had with Bear, Stearns. Recall that Lehman, like, 
Bear Stearns had also not helped in the rescue of LTCM in 1998. This is a subject of more 
speculation: why was Lehman allowed to collapse when others were rescued? Why did 
then Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson secretly fly in his private jet from Washington DC 
to New York, meet with 12 senior Wall Street CEOs about the problem at Lehman, and 
not invite the CEO of Lehman to that meeting? A factoid: Lloyd Blankfein’s birthday is on 
September 15th: the day that Lehman went bust! Ironic, isn’t it?

But there was still a real risk that Goldman would go bust. It had MBS on its books which 
were also deep in the red and the insurance in the form of the swaps that it had bought 
(mostly sold by AIG) was only good if it could collect on the bet it had so cunningly made 
(remember: they sold watered milk as “100% pure milk” then made a bet that there was 
water in the milk!). 

On September 16, 2008 insurance company AIG takes a USD 85 billion, 24-month credit 
facility from the US government. Of the USD 441 billion of AAA rated mortgage debt in 
issuance globally, AIG held 58 billion. It paid out USD 13 billion to Goldman, Sachs for its 
correct call that MBS would default – the same MBS that Goldman had created and sold to 
investors like AIG. Goldman was saved. It received all the money that was due to it from a 
company that was failing. Sometimes a birthday celebration can last more than one day! 

On September 26, 2008 the mortgage bank Washington Mutual goes bust.

In October 2008, the Dutch government provided USD 13 billion to their banking icon ING, 
to ensure that it remained in business.
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In November 2008, the UK government announces a USD 38 billion capital injection into 
Royal Bank of Scotland, which – in August 2007 – had announced a USD 140 bn takeover 
of ABN Amro.

On November 23, 2008 the US Government agreed to cover the losses on some USD 300 
billion of risky assets held by Citibank and injected USD 20 billion as capital.

In December 2008, it is revealed that Bernard Madoff had robbed his clients of USD 64 
billion in the largest Ponzi scheme in history.

By early 2009, the giants of the financial services industry had fallen: Merrill Lynch was 
devoured by BankAmerica and Citibank needed a rescue from the government. AIG was 
on its knees. Lehman was gone. Only Goldman and Morgan Stanley remained.

While the financial world was crumbling, on October 3, 2008 the US enacted the Emergency 
Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 – a bailout of the financial services industry to the tune 
of USD 700 billion. Hank Paulson, the Secretary of the Treasury and the author of the 
bailout, now in the government was the former CEO of Goldman, Sachs. Paulson’s shares 
in Goldman, Sachs worth approximately USD 400 million were reportedly held in a ‘blind 
trust’.

In November 2008, President-Elect Barack Obama and his transition team are briefed of 
the situation and by March 2009, under the aegis of the new Obama Administration more 
rescues and other guarantees issued by various government agencies were forthcoming. 
The bailout reached a total of USD 7.7 trillion, as per estimates made by Bloomberg. This 
worked out to USD 25,246 per American – about half the annual per capita income of an 
American...

In 2007 the per capita income of a person living in the United States was USD 48,062. By 
2017 it had reached USD 59,532 – an increase of 24% over 10 years.

In contrast the total compensation of the CEO of Goldman, Sachs went from USD 54 million 
in 2007 to USD 24 million in 2017, a decline of 56% over the same 10 year period. One 
should recognize that CEOs of the much-abused Wall Street firms have also felt the pain! 
Do try to help them out – send them a donation.
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Table 2: Goldman Sachs’ CEO’s Compensation Has Halved While the Firm’s Profits Have Shrunk 
to A Third of 2007 Levels; Total compensation (salary, bonus, stock rewards) for Lloyd Blankfein, 
CEO of Goldman, Sachs for doing “social good” and “God’s work”. It may be time to apply to God 
for signing up to do some social work. Those working in the “social sector” whose salaries don’t 
match the ones below, may have chosen to work with the wrong employer; update your resume 
and send it to Goldman Sachs.

To be fair, the problem of excessive CEO pay is not limited to Wall Street and the financial 
services industry specifically. It is a global disease but more problematic in the US. 
According to the AFL-CIO website, Paywatch, the CEO of a company whose stock is a part 
of the S&P 500 Index, on average, earned USD 13.9 million in the year 2017. That was 361x 
more than the average rank and file worker in an S&P 500 company. In 1978, that ratio 
was about 30 times. So, something magical has happened in the past 40 years: the CEO 
has seen the differential in the pay scale between him and the average Joe increase by 10x. 
That is astounding.  (In contrast, the current CEO pay ratio in continental Europe ranges 
from 40x to 80x, with UK at over 90x.)

The election of President Ronald Reagan in 1980 (who decried big government, then went 
on to run a huge fiscal deficit), the election of the Ayn Rand disciple Alan Greenspan as 

Year Total Compensation,  
USD million

Profit after Tax, 
USD million CEO Pay/Net Profit

2007 54.00 11,407 0.47%
2008 1.10 2,900 0.04%
2009 9.60 12,200 0.08%

2010 14.10 7,713 0.18%

2011 16.20 2,510 0.65%

2012 13.30 7,292 0.18%

2013 19.90 7,726 0.26%

2014 24.00 8,077 0.30%

2015 23.00 5,568 0.41%

2016 22.00 7,087 0.31%

2017 24.00 3,685 0.65%

Average 20.11 6,924 0.32%
Source: Internet, Google
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Fed Chairman in August 1987 who had a penchant for less control over financial markets, 
and the rise of people like Goldman Co-Chairman Robert Rubin (made the Chairman of 
the National Economic Council crated by President Bill Clinton in  1993 and then elevated 
to the role of Secretary of the Treasury in 1995) who pushed government policy making 
more in favour of big business, set the tone for the Gordon Gecko character and motto 
“Greed is Good”.

Businesses are now seen to be as successes or failures because of some extraordinary 
vision and execution powers attributable to the CEO and senior executives. The workers 
in the assembly lines or in the office work stations – in the trenches, as it were – never get 
the glory or the money. And they will be the first to be fired if things go wrong.

Financial firms laid off over 500,000 people in the years after the GFC. Assuming an average 
annual salary of USD 100,000 per fired person, that works out to USD 50 billion in incomes 
denied to those who were laid off. The thought of a CEO and senior executives cutting 
their pay to a fraction of what they get to potentially save some jobs would not occur to 
the followers of the “Greed is Good” culture.

The Impact on India. 

The years 2005 to 2007 were years when sanity was hung to dry, locked up in a closet. 
Goldman authored a report on BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India, and China) that got the world 
into a frenzy about the potential of economic growth – and profits from investments – in 
these larger emerging economies. 

The Goldman “thesis” was so childish that it bordered on the stupid. The thesis was that 
because India has young people, they will add to economic activity and GDP when they are 
working adults. Hence, India’s GDP would gallop. When the famous team of economists 
from Goldman visited India to present their BRIC thesis, I asked the question “How did the 
young people get jobs?”. The Goldman answer was hilariously fraudulent and dumb: “We 
assumed that the government would come out with policies to create jobs”. Someone in 
Goldman’s economic think tank forgot to read the history of India’s mostly Congress-led 
governments. If making sensible policy was a virtue of previous governments, India would 
have been a wealthy nation decades ago. 

The Dream Team of Manmohan Singh, Montek Singh Ahluwalia, and Chidambaram were 
so happy to be written about as an emerging super power, that they had a permanent 
smile of deep satisfaction on their faces. Like a kitten purring when stroked on its furry 
neck, the Dream Team went jostling around the world escorted by legions of brokerages 
firms on roadshows to talk about the “I” in BRIC. With wide smiles on their faces they touted 
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the “India story” as the GDP of India reached new highs. The Dream Team thought their 
brilliant policies were the fuel for the surge in GDP. They seemed to have lost sight  that 
their job as the government was to create schools to educate the young, then vocational 
schools to train them to get a job and then, finally, have policies in place that would have 
businesses create the jobs that these qualified young people could aspire to. They were 
rattling off the fewer number of days it took the BSE-30 Index to breach the next level of 
1,000 points.

Actually, it was fast, cheap and stupid money that inflated prices of shares, bonds, real 
estate and commodities in India - not the policies of the Dream Team.

Remember the Japanese saver who would only earn enough interest to buy one cup 
of coffee at Starbucks after keeping USD 1 million in a bank deposit? Well, they – along 
with all the other savers in the developed world - got conned into buying the “India is a 
Superpower story”. Not to be left behind, corporate India started to make acquisitions of 
companies outside India. Anyone remember that ad of an Indian businessman landing in 
Heathrow airport, London and being greeted by a white-man chauffeur; then driven to a 
modern office and, flanked by white women, signing a deal to buy a company from white 
men? Yes, India was such a super power that an Indian company could now buy out the 
British companies: a tit-for-tat for the East India Company that, pretty much, owned India.
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Graph 4:  The Rupee Gained 11% Against the US Dollar Between 2005 and 2007; the Indian 
Rupee becomes a “strong currency” because foreign portfolio investors wire in US Dollars to the 
RBI to pay for the stocks and real estate they want to buy in India and need INR to settle the 
bills with the sellers of the shares or real estate. So demand for INR is more, and supply of USD 
is high. Hence, the INR (driven by higher demand) strengthens.

Source: Bloomberg
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Graph 5:  As Foreign Investors Poured More Money into Indian Markets… Foreign Institutional 
Investors love the India story and pump in USD 36 billion into Indian stock markets between 
January 2005 and December 2007; an average of USD 1 billion per month. Their total net 
inflows into India from the time that FIIs were allowed to invest in India (1992) till 2004, over 15 
years was USD 5 billion – about USD 89 million per month. BRIC madness and low interest rates 
saw the money flows surge by 12x.

Data Source: SEBI
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Graph 6:  …So Did Domestic Investors…Not to be outdone – local investors jumped in on the 
action and were sold the same mutual funds with new cover sheets and different coloured 
ribbons on the well-package boxes. There were Tiger funds and India Arriving funds and sector 
funds. Though outgunned by the foreign investors in a 4:1 ratio, the local mutual funds saw 
inflows of USD 8 billion between January 2005 and December 2007. And you really don’t want 
to know how much money the distributors got! Or who paid for their holidays to Singapore and 
Switzerland for reaching their AuM Collection targets – a nice way of saying “Hey, did you con 
your client into buying the new product?”
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Money flowed in and India looked great. SEBI had rules in place to ensure that “foreign 
institutional money” would head to India. This was to ensure the quality of the capital 
flowing in was long-term and institutional in nature as opposed to speculative money or, 
worse, Indians sending their money out through the hawala channel and “round-tripping” 
it by getting one of the foreign firms to act a as a “registered FII” and buying Indian stocks or 
real estate. The financial services industry took care of that strict SEBI rule: we created the 
facility of Participatory Notes (P-Notes) whereby an unregistered investor (be it an Indian 
resident “round-tripping” or a foreign hedge fund with the time horizon of a goldfish) 
dealt with the counter part of the issuer in a foreign jurisdiction. For a fee (what else!), the 
unknown owner had a piece of the action that the financial services entity, a registered 
FII with SEBI, held on their behalf. By October 2007, nearly 55% of all FII money flows into 
India were from P-Notes. The regulators had no clue of who the real owners of the shares 
in India were. (A confession: during my partnership with Jardine Fleming in 1992-1995, we 
helped create and popularise this instrument because settling a trade on the BSE could take 18 
months!)

Graph 7: BSE Sensex Gained 233% in US Dollar Terms (2005-2007); With over USD 40 billion 
of flows coming in to the stock market, share prices had only one way to go: Up, up to the sky! 
The BSE-30 Index gained over 3x in 3 years measured in US Dollars between January 2005 and 
December 2007.

Source: Bloomberg
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Stocks went up because there was more demand than supply of shares. And earnings were 
growing on the back of a booming economy, fueled by a flood of money and cheap credit. 
IPOs took care of this demand for shares and many low quality companies launched IPOs 
in the market and increased the supply of shares. The Reliance Power IPO was probably 
the junkiest of them all – and on a large scale. The IPO had applications of Rs 7.8 lakh 
crore while shares on offer were Rs 11,563 crore – the issue was oversubscribed by 72 
times. CRISL and ICRA, two rating agencies staffed by many qualified people with degrees 
gave the issue a 4/5, indicating above average fundamentals. The stock surged for a few 
minutes after listing and by the end of the day lost 13% from its issue price of Rs 430 for 
retail investors. A “feel good” bonus did not help and, if you still own the stock, you have 
lost 86% of your investment as of August 31st, 2018. 

An armada of investment banks made a bee-line to the Indian companies, gave them a 
“bull” story on India, made them feel good about India and helped them sell their dreams to 
retail investors and FIIs. In a tragedy that is almost funny many companies based in India, 
fueled by the lie that India will take over the world perpetrated by the investment banks 
and their gung-ho brokerage reports, decided to buy companies outside India – much of it 
in foreign currency at then lower interest rates. . Of course, every activity earned a fee for 
someone in the financial food chain.

The only institution that did not lose its head when all others were lost in various levels 
of insanity was the Reserve Bank of India. Under Governor Y. V. Reddy, the RBI, as one 
staff member put it “shut the hatches” and ensured that the madness that was swirling 
around the world did not impact India. But there were cracks in the armour which caused 
a flood – the low quality of IPOs that effectively ripped off the Indian investors and the 
P-Notes that allowed silly, short-term foreign money to flood into (and out of) India. SEBI 
was outsmarted by the financial services industry.  

The Indian market was suffering from acute indigestion caused by the Reliance Power 
IPO. By the time of the Lehman bankruptcy on September 15th it was already tottering. 
Soon, the P-Notes went rushing out the door. The selling by unknown foreign owners and 
by Indians “round-tripping” their black money saw a 55% drop in the stock indices over 5 
weeks. The Indian Rupee collapsed by another 25% between January and December 2008.
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Graph 8: Collapse of Reliance Power Within Months of IPO; Subscribing to the IPO of Reliance 
Power resulted in a 70% loss in US Dollar terms in 12 months.

Source: Bloomberg
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Graph 9:  In 2008: BSE Sensex collapsed by 60%; holding on to the BSE-30 Index made you lose 
60% in Dollar terms in 2008.

Source: Bloomberg
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Graph 10: In 2008: The Rupee fell 25% Against the US Dollar; The Indian Rupee lost 25% of 
its value in 2008. It was the reverse action here compared to the la-la years of 2005 to 2007. 
Foreign investors (and P-Note owners) were selling their stocks and real estate in Indian Rupee, 
rushing to the RBI to get US Dollars. A higher demand for US Dollars means the USD strengthens. 

The Reserve Bank of India had to raise rates to defend the Indian currency. This had its own 
impact on households who had borrowed money to buy homes (whose home values were 
now declining as the real estate bubble burst). Furthermore, savers who had invested in 
guaranteed monthly income products pimped by the mutual fund houses saw their “safe” 
funds tumbling in price. Companies went bust and projects were stalled as they had to 
face the high costs of interest on local and overseas loans. India was no longer a flying 
BRIC, it was a rotten mango. 

A decade later India is still feeling the outcome of GFC: real estate is still subdued, the lack of 
a coherent government policy from the Dream Team on a skill development and education 
programme has turned the demographic dividend into a demographic nightmare. The 
Dream Team was sleeping on the job in crucial issues of education and training for which 
India will pay the price for years to come.

Source: Bloomberg
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The lessons to be learnt 
from the fallout of the 
Global Financial Crisis
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When the GFC occurred, I was not surprised. Many in the industry knew that a disaster 
was about to happen. In fact, legendary investor Warren Buffett had written for years in 
his Annual Reports and popular Letters that the derivatives instruments were Weapons of 
Mass Destruction and that the housing market was in bubble territory. Buffett also noted 
that Wall Street firms were not focused on the interest of their clients. When Lehman 
went bust on September 15th, I was convinced that the Wall Street that I had worked with, 
interacted with, and observed since the early years of my career in the 1980’s would be 
changed forever. Finally!

And there was Senator Elizabeth Warren, who had vowed to fight these thugs. (Her videos 
on YouTube are a class act as she drills the thugs.) And Barack Obama was about to sweep 
the US polls to be the first black American president on a wave of “Change”. The thuggery 
of Wall Street (and the financial services industry around the world) would end. A new era 
of financial firms, focused on the customers’ needs, with a fiduciary responsibility to the 
interests of the customers would flourish.

In my own world, Quantum Advisors, Quantum AMC and Quantum Mutual Funds, and the 
www.Equitymaster.com (which wrote “Avoid” for the Reliance IPO) and www.PersonalFN.com 
in their very small focused areas would be beneficiaries of such a changed environment. 

Boy, I was stupid. And I was naïve.

I had underestimated the connectivity of the financial firms. 

1. A Government of the Firms, By the Firms, For the Firms:

As Matt Taibbi’s article revealed, Goldmanites were everywhere in the US government 
and in supervisory agencies. As he suggested in his article, it was as if policy was 
being written for – or by – Goldman. This is not unique to the US. It is pervasive in the 
“crony capitalist” society we live in. In Switzerland, national bank secrecy laws have 
allowed Swiss banks to act as custodians of the wealth of dictators, drug lords, arms 
dealers, corrupt politicians, and a motley collection of marauding crony capitalists 
who masquerade as business people running legitimate businesses. 

In India, one can argue that many of the reforms put in place have eliminated potentially 
strong government-owned entities and favoured private-sector companies. A 
possible solution to fix Air India may have been to let it be an independent company, 
with no government appointees on the Board, and no Minister allowed to make the 
plane wait for them if they were stuck in traffic. BHEL, the manufacturer of turbines 

http://www.equitymaster.com/
http://www.personalfn.com/
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for power plants, did become a world class engineering company largely because it 
was left alone. No minister wants a 60 MW power generator in their house! BHEL is 
lucky – at best the government forces it to pay out more dividends to plug its deficits. 
Instead of giving Air India more freedom in decision-making, the airline industry was 
opened to the private sector and some of the most lucrative routes were given to 
private sector airlines. This helped Air India go deeper into the red. In general, China 
built its government-owned companies to be state champions. India bled them and 
let the private sector flourish.

When Reliance launches a telecom service and places Prime Minister Modi as a 
mascot on the advertisement which cover-wrap the front pages of newspapers, one 
loses perspective on who is the ruler and who is the ruled; on who is the rule-maker 
and who has to follow the rules. When respected groups like HDFC refused to use 
their goodwill to support competition and openness in the mutual fund industry for 
much of the life of the industry and, in fact, have benefitted from an opaque system 
of distribution fees as they focus on growth in AuM, one loses sight of what is good 
governance and what are selfish actions for a surge in personal wealth. The HDFC 
AMC probably accounts for 5% of the share price of HDFC and HDFC Bank another 
35%. Having the HDFC branded affiliates do well is good for HDFC.

2. Heroes will disappoint you: 

Barack Obama swept the imagination of the American people and the world with 
his chant of “Change” as he trounced his rival in the November 2008 Presidential 
election in USA. He was the original fighter and wanted to get policy-making out of 
the swamp that had surrounded Washington, DC – incidentally, this was the clarion 
call of President Trump on his path to victory in November 2016. Yet, Obama ended 
up blessing the largest bailout of the questionable actions of the big financial firms. 
The Nobel Committee awarded Obama the Peace Prize in 2009 probably more in 
relief that President George Bush and the Republicans were voted out of power 
rather than for actually promoting peace. (“Norwegian Nobel Committee has decided 
that the Nobel Peace Prize for 2009 is to be awarded to President Barack Obama for his 
extraordinary efforts to strengthen international diplomacy and cooperation between 
peoples.”), As others have pointed out, President Obama increased the frequency of 
drone attacks 100 x since coming to power: actions which have led to many civilian 
deaths in targeted areas. The drone attacks have been called a “global assassination 
campaign, a moral disaster and arguably illegal” by Noam Chomsky, the American 
philosopher and activist.
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Warren Buffett was a hero. Not only was he a great “value” investor, he was a 
man of “values” and spoke against the likes of Goldman and their toxic financial 
engineering. But, when push came to shove, on September 23, 2008 (barely a week 
after Lehman filed for bankruptcy) Warren cc agreed to invest USD 5 billion in 
Goldman. Not only was that a sign of confidence in the survivability of Goldman but 
it was a message – you raise a profitable carrot in front of a human being and all his 
moralistic writings are challenged by the fragrance and  bait of money. It is estimated 
that this investment has generated a potential profit of USD 2 billion for Berkshire 
shareholders. His support of the “mistake” at Wells Fargo, of which his firm owns 
just under 10%, has raised questions on many chat rooms on why he defends such 
practices. The “mistake” he referred to was a deliberate attempt for nearly 3 years 
by a team at Wells Fargo to cross-sell products and open new accounts to people 
who had no clue of what they were buying into. And all this conning of clients was 
after the financial crisis!

This from CNNMoney:

Goldman (GS, Fortune 500) will sell $5 billion of preferred stock to the insurance 
and investment giant, which will also receive warrants to purchase $5 billion of 
common stock with a strike price of $115 per share, the company said. Berkshire 
(BRKA, Fortune 500) has five years to exercise the warrants. Buffett will be paid a 
10% dividend on his shares.

Goldman shares rose 3.5% to about $129 in midday trading Wednesday.

The news that Buffett is now willing to invest in Wall Street could prove a big shot in 
the arm to the financial markets, which have been hammered by the year-long credit 
crisis.

"Goldman Sachs is an exceptional institution," said Buffett in a statement. "It has an 
unrivaled global franchise, a proven and deep management team and the intellectual 
and financial capital to continue its track record of outperformance."

Bailout a must

But the legendary investor said his faith in the financial markets' recovery is contingent 
on Congress passing the $700 billion bailout, which would buy troubled mortgage 
assets from banks.

https://money.cnn.com/quote/quote.html?symb=GS&source=story_quote_link
https://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2008/snapshots/10777.html?source=story_f500_link
https://money.cnn.com/quote/quote.html?symb=BRKA&source=story_quote_link
https://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2008/snapshots/980.html?source=story_f500_link
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"If I didn't think the government was going to act, I would not be doing anything this 
week," Buffett told CNBC Wednesday morning. "It would be a mistake to be buying 
anything now if the government was going to walk away from the Paulson proposal. 
Last week will look like Nirvana if they don't do something."

The Goldman investment by Buffett, the rescue of AIG and the payment of USD 13 
billion from AIG to Goldman all helped stabilize the share price of Goldman and the 
stock markets as a whole. Berkshire invests in listed stocks and one can argue that 
it was buying Goldman to stabilize the value of its total investments. Nothing wrong 
with that. But buying shares of the company which issued toxic derivatives that are 
so articulately written about in the annual letters? A great value investor for sure 
and a fabulous man who is methodically giving away 90% of his wealth to society. 
Buffet’s challenge of picking honest and competent managers or founders to run 
businesses is a difficult path to walk. I have made enough dumb mistakes and poor 
judgements - as have many others who have tried to walk this path. The question to 
be asked is, “What do you do when you find out that the management you bought 
into is a bunch of crooks and liars”?  Do you call them out and refuse to buy their 
stocks even if you know there is money to be made. Or, as the message on a cap 
that was given to me 40 years ago read, “When all else fails, lower your standards”.

3. A patchwork of comical rules – and high costs:

What emerged from the Senate hearings - and all the inquisitions held globally - 
was a patchwork of band aids, surgeries, amputations and artificial limbs. All these 
new rules require small firms to hire a large contingent of compliance and legal 
consultants to “tick the boxes”. The cost of entry to challenge the established players 
has increased manifold. Consumers face fewer choices. The larger firms can recover 
their increased investment in an army of lawyers and consultants with a very 
marginal addition to revenue. With less competition from start-ups in the traditional 
space (they now face some competition from internet finance companies), raising 
market share and getting new business is not difficult. The most crucial aspects of 
the financial services industry remain untouched: 

a. the financial services industry has no fiduciary responsibility to its clients – this 
proposed bill was shot down in the US. This means that the industry will continue 
to, first and foremost, look after its own interest - not that of its customers;

b. The salaries and incentives to senior and key executives in the financial services 
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industry (and in much of the corporate world) remain unchecked. This can 
encourage silent consent and bad outcomes. If HDFC AMC or Quantum AMC 
wishes to reward its key staff with stock options and the value of a stock option 
will be pumped up by high Assets Under Management at the time of an IPO, 
what is the incentive to any employee to cry foul when products are mis-sold 
to customers or distributors are paid outsized incentives (including shares in 
an IPO) to boost sales of a mutual fund? When HDFC Bank and other banks 
pump product to their clients via eager wealth managers paid on incentives 
to “produce” what is the likelihood that a customer will end up with products 
not suited to their long term needs? When generating transactions becomes 
a management directive, a bunch of bad apples emerge and, as shown in the 
Tehalka-led, Scorpion-sting, branch managers and senior personnel in banks 
are willing to promise – and presumably do – shady things to get business. If 
salaries were controlled and bonuses paid out on what a company’s profits 
were 5 years into the future, the behavior of financial companies and their staff 
will be different. Staff will be forced to focus on the long term benefits of their 
clients and there will be fewer gun-slingers shopping around for better jobs. 
More will be committed to trying to create value for their clients.

c. Some new regulations require minimum degrees to manage money, be an 
advisor, or be an equity research analyst. This is absurd. A list of the characters 
of past (and existing) bubbles will show that many may have had MBAs, CFAs, 
or CAs. A degree is not a certificate that you are honest. Instead of asking for 
more degrees, the regulators should bar any financial firm from any business 
in that segment where it has had a serious violation or a pattern of violations. 
Furthermore, the regulators should bar any person working in that punished 
firm from working in the field of finance – forever! If such a law was to be enacted, 
there will be a behavioural change because the mere existence of a firm will be 
a daily challenge and this will encourage good behavior.  The attitude of being 
in business to extract and mistreat customers will be suppressed. 

After the GFC, a person I know was shell-shocked and in a soul-searching mode. 
He felt guilty about his role as an employee with a well-known financial firm in 
USA.  But that guilt and introspection lasted for a few weeks. When it became 
clear that there would be a government bailout, the arrogance returned. “Those 
fools”, he said as he laughed loud, when describing the protests that were 
occurring during the Occupy Wall Street movement, “are standing in Wall Street 
and they don’t even realise that we have all moved to midtown Manhattan!”
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 And when I asked him why he still carries on working with the similar financial 
firms his response was even more telling. “There is a conveyor belt with chairs 
around it. Those who sit on it can make 5 bucks (Wall Street language for USD 
5 million) every year. If I vacate the chair there are hundreds of others queuing 
up to take my chair. So, why should I give up my chair? If I don’t take the 5 bucks, 
someone else will.” 

For all those parents who believe their children are doing so well working in 
financial firms, it may be time to ask them what exactly it is they do. Whether 
they are dong the jobs of the Nazi guards, the drivers of trucks, or those that 
marked the properties of Jews with the Star of David: shepherding hapless 
victims to an eventual gas chamber? The guards had warm clothes to wear, 
good food to eat, and the pay was good. Whistleblowers – who warn regulators 
about ethical problems within companies are hounded – and the compliant are 
given a seat at the table to collect their USD 5 million payouts.

d. The revolving doors will continue. Regulators retire and join companies as 
Members of the Board. Senior executives join government agencies and bring 
with them immense knowledge to improve the quality of service and products 
offered to the end customers. A two-way flow of experience and knowledge can 
be good. But, this can be – and has been - misused. Regulators who granted 
good judgements to companies can find the favour returned and be appointed 
as consultants or as a Member of the Board; those who move from private 
employment to government can find ways to favour their old employers – and 
make it worth their while if they retain their shareholding in these companies;

4. The larger get larger: 

If legislation is of the Big, by the Big, for the Big then how can smaller firms compete? 
In many instances, the market shares of Top 10 financial firms in banking, broking, 
mutual funds – pretty much every line of business – has increased. Talent will find its 
way to places where it gets the most reward. Talent will not be willing to take the risks 
of working with a smaller firm that will have a low probability to succeed financially 
when burdened with tick-the-box legislation; a firm that may take a long time to get 
established and will take an even long time to match the outsized payouts of the 
larger firms; a large firm can do wrong and then pay a fine and end up doing more 
bad things. A small firm does not have this privilege.

5. Life will go on: 

I have many friends who are doctors, engineers, lawyers and professionals of good 
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standing in their respective fields. They consider me strange when I bring these 
issues up. It may be a reflection of the lives we lead, of the debasing of various 
professions where ethical standards are in question, or a mistaken thought that “Ajit 
may be right, but my financial services firm will not do this to me”. 

The media, rather than questioning the ethical practices of these firms, sits in awe 
and praise of their power and net worth, salivating for them to disclose the secret 
sauce of success. Such lapdog coverage sets the ambitions of the next generation 
of MBAs, CFAs, and CAs. When bad is glorified as good, anything which is different is 
seen as a failed business or role model. I have been called a “rebel”, a “maverick” and 
“stubborn”. All I wished to do was build an honest company that focused on what 
was good for the customer. And, of course, since integrity by itself does not make a 
client rich (though it can prevent them from becoming poor!)  It is necessary to show 
competence and generate returns for the clients, which are commiserate with the 
risks one takes.

6. Have the scandals stopped? 

Don’t fool yourself. The conveyor belt is still moving around with thousands of pots 
overflowing with money. Sure there are rules and there are forms to be filled but the 
basic equation still remains: the clients are suckers!

The LIBOR (London interbank exchange rate) is an average of interest rates submitted 
by various banks based upon which derivatives and loans worth over USD 350 trillion 
(about 4x the world’s annual GDP) are calculated. In July 2012 a LIBOR trader wrote 
an article in the Financial Times that LIBOR rates were manipulated many times 
since 1991. And were still being manipulated. So, 4 years after the GFC and after 
tax payers and governments had bailed out some of the largest financial firms, the 
racketeers were still doing what they do best: cheat. And keep on cheating till they 
get caught. Some extracts of transcripts for the LIBOR rigging.... if you keep 6s [i.e., 
the six-month JPY Libor rate] unchanged today … I will f—ing do one humongous deal 
with you … Like a 50,000 buck deal, whatever … I need you to keep it as low as possible 
… if you do that …. I'll pay you, you know, 50,000 dollars, 100,000 dollars… whatever you 
want … I'm a man of my word.

The banks investigated were the likes of Citibank, Deutsche, J P Morgan, RBS, 
Rabobank, UBS…you get the picture….they paid some USD 9 billion in fines and 
settlements.

The UK regulator was told that a Barclays gold trader was fixing the price of gold on 
June 28th 2012. The FCA fined Barclays Bank GBP 26 million.
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The foreign exchange market trades about USD 5 trillion per day. In this manipulation 
the banks that were charged included Bank of America Merrill, Citi, HSBC, J P Morgan, 
RBS and UBS. The total fines were around USD 10 billion.

The moral is that you should not be fooled by large money settlements and by tough 
sounding regulators or law makers. The financial services industry will carry on till 
they are caught, then hold their ears and do 10 sit-ups to plead for a settlement. 
They will then “settle” with the company’s money (shareholders pay for the fines, 
not the CEOs!), and still live outsized lifestyles. The equation is simple; hook teams 
of viciously smart people to stay on the path of generating profits by offering them 
more money, make them do bad things, and pay them well. If anyone is caught 
the shareholders pay the fines. Maybe one or two junior individuals take it on the 
chin and go to jail. If the company goes bust, the tax payers will pay. If the world 
goes bust, governments will come to the rescue and the ignorant citizens will pay. 
These citizens will further prove their ignorance by protesting against Wall Street by 
pitching tents on Wall Street when the financial services industry has moved with its 
moolah to midtown Manhattan.

Whatever happens to the clients or to the world, it does not matter. The employees 
can retire or find another job. Some of them will set up charities to give back to 
society what they have plundered from it. Not all what they have plundered, of 
course. Maybe 10% or 20% of the loot. They will sit on boards of museums and 
galleries and host gala dinners and charity events. 

In India the “nirvana” rate to cleanse your money from theft to purity is 2% under the 
CSR. Cheat and steal as much as you want - but give back 2% and you are accepted 
in society. 

Naomi Wolf of The Guardian suggested in an editorial that the notion that the entire 
global financial system is riddled with systemic fraud – and that key players in the 
gatekeeper roles, both in finance and in government, including regulatory bodies, know 
it and choose to quietly sustain this reality – is one that would have only recently seemed 
like the frenzied hypothesis of tinhat-wearers.

Following Tim Geithner's promotion to Treasury Secretary, Wolf commented,

It is very hard, looking at the elaborate edifices of fraud that are emerging across the 
financial system, to ignore the possibility that this kind of silence – "the willingness to 
not rock the boat" – is simply rewarded by promotion to ever higher positions, ever 
greater authority. If you learn that rate-rigging and regulatory failures are systemic, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naomi_Wolf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Guardian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tim_Geithner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treasury_Secretary
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but stay quiet, well, perhaps you have shown that you are genuinely reliable and 
deserve membership of the club. (July 2012)

For those who have missed out on this great mockery of the system, please see the 
documentary: “The Inside Job”. If SEBI wishes to promote investor education, they 
should buy the rights for this documentary, dub it in many regional languages and 
ensure that every Indian investor sees this. An Indian version with all the shady acts 
from dubious local characters should be the next mission.

7. Can individuals fight the system - and win?

Many of us are ripped off by investment bankers whose job it is to price the IPO at 
the highest price possible. Remember, the investment bank’s client is the company 
– not the individual buyer of the shares.

By wealth managers who will push the product which generates the highest return 
to them immediately – not a product that will necessarily work best for the client in 
the long run.

The interest rates we pay on home loans in any part of the world could be influenced 
by LIBOR – and we know these have been manipulated. 

The gold we buy could be at a manipulated price.

The foreign exchange we buy for our business travel, holiday travel, education – or 
conversion of imports and exports for our business needs could be fixed.

On a recent trip to Europe I was shocked at the difference in foreign exchange (fx) 
rates within 2 large cities of Spain. The street-side foreign exchange store in Barcelona 
was offering 20% more than the fx store in Madrid! And both were offering far less 
than the official exchange rate of that country! 

In Prague, the Pirate Party sent volunteers to stand outside some fx stores in key 
locations with a sign telling tourists that the fx counters were ripping off the tourists 
and that the correct rate should be CZK 21.80 for every US Dollar exchanged. And, 
lo and behold, the otherwise aggressive and cocky fx agent behind the I-am-safe-in-
my-scam glass shield sheepishly exchanged money at the correct, market-related 
exchange rate - without extracting his tonnes of flesh! A young man aged 19 years 
had helped fight the system on behalf of hundreds of unknown tourists.
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Proudly holding the placard and a receipt to show                                                       
that a tourist got the actual market rate!
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The placard of the Pirate Party warning tourists
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8. What is the relevance to India? 

Every month I lose faith in people and the companies they have built. We are 
obsessed with a focus on market cap and growth at any cost. Ethics and doing the 
right thing is no longer a focus point – maybe it never was. 

The brand name of HDFC is synonymous with good governance and good practices. 
The stock market pays a high premium for this perception and for its robust business 
model. However, their strategy in the mutual fund “business” in India could be called 
anything but “good”. The NSE was created to stop the client-ripping practices of 
the old BSE. Ironically, the NSE is now in a cloud for having allegedly assisted a few 
brokers to gain an unfair time advantage over the general pool of investors. 

From MIPs to mid-cap funds to bond funds to closed-end funds – products will be 
created because they are “hot” and sold to gullible investors. As Uday Kotak, multi 
billionaire founder of Kotak group and Chairman of a SEBI-appointed governance 
committee said candidly in an interview with Outlook Business (July 6, 2013), “During 
FY08, there was exuberance around the Indian infrastructure story — the media believed 
it, policy makers believed it, investors wanted it, so we brought some of these companies 
to the public markets. Equities are like spices — it’s up to the consumers to decide how 
much spice they want in their food, and as a cook I need to offer them that. But as a 
banker, I need to decide how much spice is good for me,” points out Kotak.

Note that it is “up to the consumer to decide how much level of spice they want in 
their food”. His job, Kotak has correctly said, was to offer that level of spice. 

Don’t ever forget this: the job of investment bankers is to provide whatever spice 
you want (but may not be able to digest) – for a fee. The stocks that they sell you, 
they themselves may never touch with a 100-foot barge pole. 

The evolution of the mutual fund industry is a story of finding ways to game the 
system. From exit loads being paid to distributors as they shoveled you into another 
mutual fund many times launched by the same fund house to earn a higher “up-
front” commission; to the 2% education fee that was used to market existing products 
to paying extravagant up-front commissions on closed-end funds, the industry has 
generally worked with one focus: how to sell, sell, sell. And you have borne much – if 
not all – the costs of this “grow the AuM” strategy.
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Regulators, even if they are not enamoured with and owned by the financial service 
companies, need to focus on the spirit of what needs to be done – from the point of view 
of the customers and investors. The sensible regulators know that they can announce as 
many laws and rules as they want, but the industry is not trained to listen. The financial 
wizards have done their math: they know that the fines they may pay will be less than 
5% of what they can earn – if they ever get caught in the first place. And no one will lose 
their license to head back to the table again and collect the “5 bucks” going around in a 
conveyor belt. No one will go to jail. 

The spirit of the financial services industry is what needs to change. And, it is with this in 
mind that SEBI continuously threatens and warns the industry, particularly the mutual 
funds industry, to adopt better practices. But that is like telling a child in a candy store to 
eat vegetables. 

At the end of the day you are alone.

The odds are not in your favour. The financial remuneration in the financial services 
industry has ensured that there is an army of smart, driven individuals – battle-ready with 
their MBA, CFA, and CA degrees – and they have their eyes on your wallet. Information is 
asymmetric: they know that you are the ignorant person about to ask for a level of spice 
that you cannot digest. 

They know there is water in the milk; they know how to fix the markets for stocks, interest 
rates, gold, and foreign exchange. They know that they can fix the laws and fix the 
regulations. They can buy politicians and influence political systems. 

You need to understand and read about the past behavior of the people you deal with. 
Their degrees do not bear a pledge of dedicated service to you. Their brilliance, sadly, is 
being misused to usurp your money. 

The financial services industry looks at your wallet and salivates – because they know you 
are a busy doctor, engineer, teacher, lawyer who gets carried away by brand names, by 
the comfort of size, by the advertising campaigns. You are so consumed in your work that, 
if your wallet has a hole in it leaking your savings, you won’t even notice. 

The industry is not likely to change its way of operating – the question is whether you will 
change your level of engagement.

Be inspired by that 19-year young man who stood on the streets of Old Town in Prague 
to fight for what is right. It was not even his money he was fighting for – but that of the 
tourists who visited his beautiful city.
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Remember the pathological behavior that led to the Global Financial Crisis and dislocated 
the lives of hundreds of millions of individuals, 10 years after the bankruptcy of Lehman 
Brothers.

September should be a Month of Remembrance to mark the Financial Holocaust that 
must never be forgotten. 

And, as Simone Veil - who was liberated from Auschwitz at the age of 18 and went on 
to be the first President of the European Parliament - replied when asked why she had 
her Auschwitz number (number 78651) engraved on the sword given to every immortal 
honoured by the French government, she responded: “To make sure it never happens 
again”.

Note: It is obvious that not every person in the financial services industry acts against the 
interest of their clients and customers. That is the good news. There are many individuals who 
are very diligent and ethical – and I know a few of this vast pool of people. However, I know – 
and these individuals know – that they can never be CEOs no matter how good they are at their 
work. They are not built in a way that would encourage the existing culture of leadership to 
promote them to be the heads of the companies they work for. These individuals are too soft, 
and too nice. 

It is also obvious that not every financial services firm was created to rip you off. Good people 
exist. You need to find them.

But there is a cancerous greed in much of the financial services industry. As long as the incentives 
and interests (between company and client) are not aligned, you will need to be wary when you 
deal with people from the financial services industry. 

Buyer Beware.
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